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A limit on , or a measurement of , a physical quantity at a given condence level is usually
set by comparing a number of detected events, n
o
, with the number of expected events from
the known background sources contributing to the physical process in question, n
b
. How
'compatible' these numbers are determines how much room there is for new processes, ie.,
for a signal. How well do the number of observed events and expected background compare,
strongly depends on the systematic uncertainties present in the measurement. Systematic
uncertainties must, therefore, be taken into account in the limit or condence belt calculation
that is nally published.
Traditionally, condence limits are set using a Neyman construction
1
. This is a purely
frequentist method. Recently, G. Feldman and R. Cousins
2
have proposed an improved
method to construct condence intervals based on likelihood ratios. Still, this method
is based on the original Neyman construction, and needs to be extended to incorporate
systematic uncertainties in the measurement. A modication of the Neyman method that
incorporates systematic uncertainties in the experimental signal eÆciency has been proposed
by V. Highland & R. Cousins
3
. These authors use a \semi"- Bayesian approach where an
average over the probability distribution of the experimental sensitivity (and its uncertainty)
is performed. Also, by construction, the method is of limited accuracy in the limit of high
number of observed events and high relative signal uncertainties.
Entirely frequentist approaches have only recently been proposed for uncertainty in the
background rate prediction
4
. That approach is based on a two-dimensional condence belt
construction and likelihood ratio hypothesis testing and treats the uncertainty in the back-
ground as a statistical uncertainty rather than as a systematic one.
The interest aroused recently in the High Energy Physics community about the many
open issues on setting limits and quoting condence levels is exemplied by the organization
of devoted workshops on the subject. We refer the reader to the proceedings of the recent
workshop at CERN
5
for a review of the status of the eld.
In this paper we extend the method of condence belt construction proposed in
3
to
include systematic uncertainties both in the signal and background eÆciencies. The proposed
method allows as well to use newer ordering schemes, 'a la' Feldman and Cousins. The
paper is organized as follows. In section II we give a short review of the condence belt
2
construction schemes which we will use. In section III we describe how to include the
systematic uncertainties, in section IV we discuss how the condence belt construction is
performed and present some selected results. We introduce the tests of coverage performed
in section V and present an example based on data from the AMANDA neutrino experiment
in section VI.
II. THE CONSTRUCTION OF CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
The frequentist construction of condence intervals is described in detail elsewhere
6
. Here
we will give just a short review.
Let us consider a Poissonian probability density function (PDF), p(n)
s+b
, for a xed but
unknown s in the presence of a known background with mean b. For every value of s we can
















= 1    (1)
where 1  denotes the condence level (usually quoted as a 100(1-)% condence interval).
Since we assume a Poisson distribution, the equal sign will generally not be fullled exactly.
A set of intervals [n
1
(s+ b; ); n
2
(s+ b; )] is called a condence belt . Upon a measurement,
n
o




] is determined by the intersection of the vertical line drawn
from the measured value n
o
and the boundary of the condence belt. This is illustrated in
gure 1. The probability that the condence interval will contain the true value s is 1   ,
since this is true for all s per construction.




is, however, not unique to dene the condence belt. An







































= 1   (3)
for upper condence limits. This method presents certain drawbacks in the case of small










FIG. 1: Illustration of the condence belt construction. On the x axis are the possible
experimental outcomes (number of events), on the y axis the parameter of the pdf (s). In
this case a Poisson PDF was assumed.
answer) in the case when no events have been observed. Also, the decision of quoting a
measurement (that is, a central condence interval) or an upper limit might not be straight-
forward before performing an experiment.
4
A. Unied approach: Likelihood ordering
To solve this problem, G. Feldman & R. Cousins
2
have proposed a modication of the
Neyman method that is based on a more rationalized ordering scheme of the elements in the
sum in equation (1), based on likelihood ratios. This unied approach automatically provides
central condence intervals when motivated and upper limits when necessary. Instead of
using the choices given in the previous section, the authors proposed to apply the following
ordering scheme in solving equation (1). For each n the s
best
is found which maximizes the
likelihood L(n)
s+b
. In case of a simple Poissonian distribution with known background, s
best













is computed for each n, and all n's are consequently ranked according to the value of this
ratio. Values of n are included in the condence belt starting with the n with the highest
rank (largest R
L








= 1 . After the condence




] is found as described
in the previous section. Note that this ordering principle is a standard method within the
theory of likelihood ratio tests
7
.
This approach has some undesired features as well. There is a background dependence
of the upper limit in case of less events observed than expected from background (already
described by the authors themselves). This can lead to situations where measurements with
higher background give a better limit, a clearly unreasonable eect. B. Roe &M.Woodroofe
8
proposed a solution to this problem which we briey describe next.
B. Conditioning
A variation of the classical method of constructing condence belts is to use the fact
that, given an observation n
o
, it is known that the background can not have been larger
than n
o







































































if n > n
o
(5)
The unied ordering can then be applied with this new PDF. Note that in this case the
PDF is dependent on the number of observed events. This approach solves the background
dependence of the upper limit: a limit set when no events are observed stays constant at a
value of 2.44 independent of the expected background (which agrees with the result of the
original unied ordering for no events observed and no expected background). However, this
method does not satisfy all the requirements of proper coverage
9
and has problems when
applied to the case of a Gaussian distribution with boundaries
10
. An extension based on a
Bayesian approach with tests of coverage can be found in
11
.
III. THE INCLUSION OF SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
The way of incorporating systematic uncertainties into the condence belt construction
presented in this paper does not aect the particular ordering scheme. Instead, it takes into
account the systematic uncertainties by assuming (or if possible determining) a PDF which
parameterizes our knowledge about the uncertainties and integrating over this PDF. It has
been noted already by Highland & Cousins
3
that averaging over systematic uncertainties
in itself is a Bayesian approach. Therefore they classify the method presented as \semi-
Bayesian", combining classical and Bayesian elements. We return to this point in section V.
Usually, uncertainties are assumed to be described by a Gaussian, which we will adopt for
the remainder of this paper. We will refer in the following to the parameters with systematic
uncertainties also as nuisance parameters.
Two examples of how the PDF modies if systematic uncertainties are present are the
following. In the case that the only uncertainty present is a theoretical uncertainty of the
6


























Here b is the background level, and 
b
is the uncertainty in the background estimation. If,
in addition to the theoretical uncertainty for background, there is the need to include the
















































is the uncertainty in the detection eÆciency expressed in relative terms with respect
to the nominal eÆciency. Note that other choices of PDFs are easily incorporated in the
equations.
IV. POLE: A GENERAL ALGORITHM FOR CONFIDENCE BELT CONSTRUC-
TION
The integrals (6) and (7) can be solved using dierent methods. We note, however, that
they are examples of simplied cases. The most general experimental situation involves both
an uncertainty in signal eÆciency as well as in the background detection eÆciency, which
are usually correlated, and possibly an additional theoretical uncertainty in the background
process prediction. We have developed an algorithm that takes these eects into account with
the proper correlations between them. The algorithm performs a Monte Carlo integration
over the systematic uncertainties. It has been implemented as a FORTRAN program, POLE
(POissonian Limit Estimator). For more detailed information on the algorithm and to obtain
the source code we refer to the corresponding author and to
12
. In the examples used in this
section a Gaussian distribution of uncertainties is assumed, but the algorithm makes it easy
to implement PDFs other than Gaussian (see the next section for an example of using a
dierent distribution).
After determining the PDF through evaluation of the integrals, dierent ordering schemes
can be applied for the nal calculation of the condence belt. The results presented here
are mainly for the Feldman and Cousins unied ordering scheme (FC in what follows) with
7
and without conditioning. We restrict ourselves to present systematic uncertainties of signal
and background eÆciencies separately to give a clear idea of the eect of varying a single
variable at a time.
Calculations have been performed using steps of 0.05 in signal expectation and perform-
ing the construction up to a maximal signal expectation of 50 and a maximal number of
detected events of 100. Including systematic uncertainties generally leads to a widening of
the condence belt. Figure 2 shows an example of a unied condence belt construction
'a la' Feldman & Cousins with and without uncertainty in the signal eÆciency, where a
background expectation b = 2 has been assumed.
Examples for some resulting intervals are given in tables I and II. Dierent combinations
of number of observed events, n
0
, and expected background, b, are given for dierent uncer-
tainties in the signal and background eÆciency.
The width of the interval for two particular examples of observed events and expected back-
ground as function of signal eÆciency uncertainty and background uncertainty is shown in
gure 3. Note that for low background expectation, the uncertainties in the background can
be neglected (see also table II).
An interesting case arises when there are signicantly less events observed than expected
from background and there is an uncertainty in the signal eÆciency. In this case, the width
of the condence interval stays constant with increasing uncertainty or even becomes slightly
smaller (see table III). Note that if we use conditioning the eect disappears. The same can
not be observed in the case where we only consider an increasing background uncertainty
(see table IV).
A. Negative values of the nuisance parameters: Using a log - normal distribution.
In experimental situations where the systematic uncertainties are high, a problem might
arise due to the fact that sampling from a Gaussian PDF allows negative values. POLE is
dealing with these cases truncating the Gaussian distribution and renormalizing the part
above zero.
We examine the eect of truncating the Gauss distribution by calculating the condence
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FIG. 2: 90% condence belts obtained with POLE using the Feldman & Cousins unied
ordering scheme and assuming dierent uncertainties in the signal eÆciency. The inner
band has been constructed assuming no uncertainty in the signal eÆciency. The outer
band represents the belt constructed with a signal eÆciency uncertainty of 40%. The
background expectation in this particular case was b = 2
uncertainty to be 40% which means negative values are 2.5 away from the mean. A cut
at 2.5  removes around 0.7% of the distribution. We therefore conclude from gure 4 that
eects on the condence interval due to the truncation are less than 5%.
However, a PDF for the nuisance parameters extending to negative values or which falls o
9
n0
b signal eÆciency FC interval FC interval
uncertainty with conditioning
2 2 0 0: 3.90 0: 4.00
0.2 0: 3.95 0: 4.34
0.3 0: 4.10 0: 4.75
0.4 0: 4.65 0: 5.35
3 2 0 0: 5.40 0: 5.30
0.2 0: 5.70 0: 5.65
0.3 0: 5.95 0: 6.20
0.4 0: 6.80 0: 7.10
4 2 0 0: 6.60 0: 6.60
0.2 0: 7.10 0: 7.30
0.3 0: 7.75 0: 7.85
0.4 0: 8.95 0: 9.15
5 2 0 0.40: 7.95 0.50: 8.05
0.2 0.40: 8.60 0.50: 8.60
0.3 0.40: 9.55 0.50: 9.65
0.4 0.40:11.15 0.50:11.20




TABLE I: Examples of unied (FC) 90% condence intervals including systematic uncertainty in
the signal eÆciency and assuming no uncertainty in the background prediction.
to zero discontinuously is certainly undesired from a conceptual point of view. We therefore
test the behavior of the condence interval if we replace the Gaussian distribution with a
















b background FC interval FC interval
uncertainty with conditioning
2 2 0 0: 3.90 0: 4.00
0.2 0: 3.95 0: 4.10
0.3 0: 3.95 0: 4.25
0.4 0: 3.95 0: 4.35
3 2 0 0: 5.40 0: 5.30
0.2 0: 5.45 0: 5.35
0.3 0: 5.45 0: 5.45
0.4 0: 5.50 0: 5.55
4 2 0 0: 6.60 0: 6.60
0.2 0: 6.95 0: 6.65
0.3 0: 6.95 0: 6.80
0.4 0: 6.95 0: 6.80
5 2 0 0.40: 7.95 0.50: 8.05
0.2 0.35: 7.95 0.50: 8.10
0.3 0.30: 8.00 0.50: 8.10
0.4 0.20: 8.20 0.45: 8.15
6 2 0. 1.10: 9.45 1.10: 9.45
0.2 1.05: 9.45 1.10: 9.50
0.3 1.00: 9.50 1.05: 9.50
0.4 0.95: 9.50 1.00: 9.50
TABLE II: Examples of unied (FC) 90% condence intervals including systematic uncertainty in
the background expectation and assuming no uncertainty in the signal eÆciency.
We require the mean of the log-normal distribution to be the nominal value of the nuisance
parameter and use the Gaussian standard deviation as before (the variance of the log normal
distribution will then be approximately the same). The condence interval for Neyman and
Feldman & Cousins ordering under these assumptions are shown for one particular example





























0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
FIG. 3: Example of the dependence of the unied Feldman and Cousins (FC) condence interval
width on the systematic uncertainties, with and without conditioning, as obtained with POLE.
The left plot shows the width as a function of the uncertainty in signal eÆciency assuming no
additional uncertainty in background expectation. The right plot shows the width as a function
of the background uncertainty. We have used n
o
=17 and a background of 15 in constructing the
plots.
in gure 5. The dierences between using a Gaussian distribution and using a log-normal
distribution (with the mentioned assumptions) are generally  2 %. The use of a log-normal
distribution is implemented as an option in POLE.
V. TESTS OF COVERAGE
From a frequentist point of view, an algorithm is said to have the correct coverage if, given
a condence level 1    and a large number of repeated identical experiments, it provides
correct answers in a fraction 1    of the cases, independent of the value of s. To test the
coverage of the algorithm proposed in this paper, we perform the construction described
in the previous sections for a large number of simulated experiments, where we predene
the true signal and background and then determine n
o
by random sampling from a Poisson
distribution. We then calculate how often the obtained condence interval does not contain
12
n0
b signal eÆciency FC interval FC interval
uncertainty with conditioning
2 6 0 0: 1.55 0: 3.15
0.2 0: 1.55 0: 3.35
0.4 0: 1.45 0: 4.00
4 6 0 0: 2.85 0: 4.30
0.2 0: 3.20 0: 4.60
0.4 0: 3.35 0: 5.35
TABLE III: Unied Feldman and Cousins (FC) condence intervals with systematic uncertainty
in the signal eÆciency and no uncertainty in the background expectation. Here two examples
are shown where there are less events observed than expected background: The interval does not
increase with increasing uncertainty if there are signicantly less events observed than expected
background. However, if expected background and number of observed events are comparable, the
interval becomes larger. In case conditioning is applied, it grows larger in all cases.









denotes the number of simulated experiments in which the result of the algorithm
does not contain the predened s, and n
tot
denotes the number of simulated experiments
performed. If we choose 1  to be 0.9, perfect coverage would mean R = 0:1, independent
of signal expectation assumption.
A value or R smaller than 0:1 means that the method over-covers. Expected coverage was
studied mostly in the context of Bayesian intervals, small number of events or including
conditioning
13 14 15
and without taking into account systematic uncertainties. In the next
sections, besides presenting coverage tests done for higher signal expectations without un-




b background FC interval FC interval
uncertainty with conditioning
2 6 0 0: 1.55 0: 3.15
0.2 0: 1.55 0: 3.50
0.4 0: 2.64 0: 3.85
4 6 0 0: 2.85 0: 4.30
0.2 0: 3.25 0: 4.55
0.4 0: 4.60 0: 5.55
TABLE IV: Unied Feldman and Cousins (FC) condence intervals with systematic uncertainty
in the background expectation and no uncertainty in the signal eÆciency. Here two examples are
shown where there are less events observed than expected background: The condence interval
becomes larger with increasing uncertainty in the background expectation.
A. Coverage without systematic uncertainties
In gure 6 we show the result of a coverage test for both Neyman and Feldman & Cousins.
We perform 10000 simulated experiments and scan the signal expectation space from s = 9
to s = 35 in steps of 0.5 in signal space with a constant assumed background expectation of
b = 10. We show an example of a plot of the coverage ratio (here using steps of 0.1 in signal
space) in gure 6. Both methods seem to over-cover for almost all cases (which is expected
because of the discreteness of the Poisson distribution). There is no signal expectation
dependence of the coverage ratio except for the \see-saw" behavior which again reects the
discreteness of the Poisson distribution.
B. Coverage with systematic uncertainties
Introducing systematic uncertainties in the calculation of condence intervals and tests
of coverage leads to the question of what is meant by a repeated experiment. If we adhere
to the traditional denition in which an experiment is repeated with xed parameters such
as eÆciency or background rate, the algorithm presented here will inevitably yield over-
coverage. Figure 7 shows the mean coverage ratio (mean here taken over six dierent signal
14
Feldman & Cousins






























0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
FIG. 4: The relative change of the Feldman & Cousins interval width as a function of
fraction of Gaussian removed. In this example, n
o
= 4 and b = 4 and a signal eÆciency
uncertainty of 40 % have been assumed. Under this assumptions, a truncation at zero
corresponds to removing  0.7 % of the distribution, we thus conclude the change in the
interval width to be less than 5 %.
expectation assumptions) as a function of dierent systematic uncertainties. The over-
coverage will not only be increasing with increasing uncertainties but also be dependent on
the signal expectation (gure 8).
15
log-normal, mean = 1
















0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5
FIG. 5: Feldman & Cousins condence interval width as a function of signal eÆciency
uncertainty for a Gaussian and a log-normal distribution with mean at 1. In this example,
n
o
= 4 and b = 4 have been assumed and the Gaussian was truncated at zero.
1. Bayesian Coverage.
The over-coverage described in the previous section is a consequence of the fact that
eÆciencies and background are not random variables (there is a true but unknown xed ef-
ciency and background rate) but they are treated as random variables in the construction
of the condence belt (equations (6) and (7)).
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FIG. 6: Coverage ratio as a function of dierent signal expectation assumptions. Left plot: Feldman
& Cousins ordering. Right plot: Neyman ordering. The thick line is the line of perfect coverage, the
thinner lines denote the measurement precision of this ratio we can achieve with 10000 simulated
experiments (taken as 1  of a binomial distribution). A constant background expectation of b=
10 has been assumed.
distribution with a Gaussian distribution, repeated measurements (with parameters xed)
will produce a Poisson distribution.
However, one has to keep in mind, that the distribution obtained in this way is not the
underlying one. To infer from the measured Poisson distribution the underlying one, the
signal eÆciency and the background have to be taken into account. In particular, if these
parameters are uncertain, there will not be a single underlying Poisson distribution, but a
set of distributions that are weighted with the probabilities of the possible dierent eÆcien-
cies and backgrounds. In a way, we thus weight the dierent hypotheses a priori . To take
this into account we modify the coverage test described in the previous section. Instead of
drawing a measurement from Poisson distributions with predened signal expectation and
background, we draw the signal expectation and background prediction used in each sim-
ulated experiment from Gaussian distributions centered on the predened true signal and
background. The measurement is then produced by taking these new values as means for
the nal Poisson distributions.



































0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
FIG. 7: Mean coverage ratio as a function of background uncertainty (left plot) and signal eÆciency
uncertainty (right plot). Here the mean is taken over six signal expectation assumptions between
12 and 42. The background expectation was taken to be constant b = 12. All other uncertainties
than the one displayed were assumed to be zero.
modied coverage test Bayesian Coverage. In this way, the PDF used in the construc-
tion and in the coverage test are consistent with each other, and the algorithm should, per
construction, give the correct coverage (except for discreteness eects). In particular, the
coverage dened in this way should be independent of the magnitude of the uncertainties
present in the experiment. Figure 9 shows the mean Bayesian coverage for dierent uncer-
tainties in the signal eÆciency together with the frequentist coverage. The mean is here
taken over the 29 points in signal expectation space which were tested. As expected the
Bayesian coverage ratio is nearly constant.
Thus, if we loosen the criteria on the denition of \repeated experiment" (which might
be useful for practical reasons), the method has the desired statistical property of correct
coverage.
VI. APPLICATION
In experimental situations where systematic uncertainties are negligible compared to
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FIG. 8: Signal expectation dependence of the
coverage ratio. Here for the case where signal



















0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
FIG. 9: Bayesian mean coverage ratio as a
function of the uncertainty in signal eÆciency.
The mean is here taken over 29 signal expec-
tation values. For comparison the frequentist
result using the same signal expectation as-
sumptions has been included.
evaluating the eects of the former. In more general situations, including systematic uncer-
tainties in limit calculations or measurements is essential, since it is a way of incorporating
the real sensitivity of a given experiment to the quantity being measured. In this section
we give an example where it is important to take systematic uncertainties into account.
In the last few years large detectors have been built to search for cosmic high energy neu-
trinos
16
. The main idea is to detect neutrino-induced muons by their Cherenkov radiation in
a transparent medium, usually water or ice. As a particular example we take the search for
neutrinos originating from annihilation of hypothetical dark matter particles, called WIMPs
(Weakly Interacting Massive Particles) performed by the AMANDA collaboration
17
. One
candidate for this type of particle is the neutralino, the lightest super-symmetric particle
predicted by some extentions of the Standard Model. Neutralinos are expected to accu-
mulate gravitationally in the center of the Earth and annihilate to other particles which
eventually decay into neutrinos. The signal would be simply an excess of neutrino-induced
19
muons from the center of the Earth. The background is determined by atmospheric neutri-
nos which originate from cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere at the opposite side of
the Earth. EÆciencies for atmospheric neutrino background and neutralino signal detection
are estimated from Monte Carlo simulations of the detector. Uncertainties of these eÆcien-
cies are determined varying the simulation parameters and can typically be several tens of
percent. In addition there is a theoretical uncertainty in the overall normalization of the
background from atmospheric neutrino ux of about 30%
18
.
In this particular example we show in gure 10 the limit on the muon ux from the center
of the Earth as a function of neutralino mass obtained without including systematic un-
certainties (solid line) and we compare it with ve cases (curves from bottom to top): a
20% systematic uncertainty in background expectation only, and a 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%
uncertainty in signal eÆciency, on top of the quoted 20% background uncertainty. The ab-
solute scale of the plot is arbitrary since we are just interested in showing the relative eect
of the inclusion of systematic uncertainties in the limit calculation with respect to the 'no
systematics' case. From the gure it is clearly appreciated that experiments with sizeable
systematic uncertainties in signal and/or background eÆciencies need to include the eect
of the systematics in the results nally quoted. The eects can be as large as between 50%
and 200% with respect to the limit calculation without treatment of systematics.
VII. SUMMARY
The incorporation of systematic uncertainties into the calculation of condence intervals
is often neglected when reporting experimental results. It is common that experiments
estimate their systematic uncertainties without examining the eect on the limits quanti-
tatively or including them by giving over-conservative limit estimates. This approach can
be justied in the cases where systematic uncertainties are small compared to statistical
uncertainties. However, if this is not the case, the development of methods to include the
uncertainties into the calculation of condence intervals becomes important.
In this note we present a Monte Carlo algorithm for introducing systematic uncertainties in
the evaluation of classical condence intervals which allows to include uncertainties in the
background prediction, in the background detection eÆciency and in the signal detection
eÆciency, and correlations between them, by integrating over the (assumed) PDFs of these
20
parameters. We apply the method for the assumption of a Gaussian PDF and Feldman &
Cousins ordering with and without conditioning.
An interesting result is that Feldman & Cousins (as well as Neyman) condence intervals
which take into account the systematic uncertainty in the signal eÆciency do not become
larger with larger uncertainty, in the case that signicantly less events have been observed
than expected background. The fact that this behavior disappears when conditioning is
applied might indicate this behavior might be connected to the general dispute which
concerns the limit dependence on the background expectation.
The tests of coverage using simulated experiments with xed signal and background
eÆciencies lead to the conclusion that introducing systematic uncertainties in this manner
leads to over-coverage. The over-coverage increases with increasing systematic uncertainties.
However, if the eÆciency parameters are taken into account in the coverage test by folding
them into the repeated experiments according to their uncertainty, the method proposed
here provides over-coverage only on the level already present due to the discreteness of the
Poisson distribution.
In summary, the algorithm presented here provides a practical and exible way to quanti-
tatively take into account systematic uncertainties present in experimental situations in the
calculation of condence intervals.
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FIG. 10: Comparison of the eect of systematics on the limit on the neutrino-induced muon ux
from the center of the Earth from neutralino annihilation. The solid line represents the limit
calculation without any experimental systematic uncertainties. The dashed lines represent (from
bottom to top): a 20% uncertainty in the background expectation only, a 10%, 20%, 30% and 40%
uncertainty on the signal eÆciency on top of the 20% background uncertainty. Additionally, a 30%
uncertainty in the theoretical atmospheric neutrino background expectation has been assumed in
all cases. The absolute scale is arbitrary
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